The matrix n-sector function is a generalization of the matrix sign function, and can be used to determine the number of eigenvalues of a matrix in a speci c sector of the complex plane, and to extract the eigenpairs belonging to this sector without explicitly computing the eigenvalues. It is known that Newton's method, which can be used for computing the matrix sign function, is not globally convergent for the matrix sector function. The only existing algorithm for computing the matrix sector function is based on the continued fraction expansion approximation to the principal nth root of an arbitrary complex matrix. In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm, based on Halley's generalized iteration formula for solving nonlinear equations. It is shown that the iteration has good error p ropagation properties and high accuracy. Finally, w e give two application examples, and summarize the results of our numerical experiments comparing Newton's, the continued fraction, and Halley's method.
Introduction
Fast computation of a restricted subset of eigenpairs of time varying matrices is an important topic in real time signal processing and control applications. Approximation of a matrix by another of lower rank, or model reduction, is desired in many applications, e.g., in systems theory 25 , data analysis, pattern recognition, spectral analysis, radar, sonar, and geophysics 7 . Fast sequential and parallel for computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of unsymmetric matrices have been developed 5, 12, 13, 15 . These algorithms can be used to compute all the eigenvalues of the matrix and then to extract the speci ed subset of the eigenvalue and eigenvector pairs. However, for these applications, methods which compute only a restricted subset of eigenpairs without resorting to computationally expensive eigenpair methods would be more useful and e cient. The matrix sign function and the matrix n-sector function can e ciently and reliably be used for this purpose 3, 2 .
By obtaining the sector function of a matrix, we can easily determine the number of eigenvalues of a matrix in a speci c sector of the complex plane, and extract the eigenpairs belonging to this sector without explicitly computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. By shifting the original matrix, This work is supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant ECS 9312240. n p A 2 C mm , is the matrix satisfying n p A n = A and arg n p A 2 ,=n; =n. It is known that Newton's method can beused to compute the principal nth root of a positive de nite matrix 14 . However, it has been pointed out in 26, 27 that Newton's method fails to give the principal nth root of a general complex matrix, thus, cannot be used for computing the matrix sector function.
In this paper, a fast and highly accurate algorithm is proposed. We rst give the de nitions of the matrix sector function and point out its applications. Then we i n troduce Halley's method, and give a perturbation analysis which shows that the rst order errors in one step do not propagate to the next step. Finally, t wo application examples are given, and numerical experiments comparing Newton's, the continued fraction, and Halley's methods are summarized.
De nition of Matrix Sector Functions
The n-sector function of a scalar matrix is based on the principal nth root of the scalar matrix.
We begin with the de nition of the sector function for a scalar. Let 2 C be expressed by = e j , where 0, j = p ,1, 2 0; 2, and 6 = 2 k+ 1 2 =n for k 2 0; n ,1 . Assume that lies within the sector k in C de ned as the region bounded by the sector angles 2k , 1 2 =n and 2k + 1 2 =n, where k 2 0; n , 1 . Then the scalar n-sector function of is de ned as S n = e j2k=n . =n for k 2 0; n ,1 . Therefore, the scalar sector function maps a scalar in a speci c sector to the bisector of the sector angles on the unit circle. The scalar sign function is a particular case of the n-sector function for n = 2, i.e., the complex plane is partitioned into 2 sectors: Complex numbers with positive and negative real parts are mapped to +1 and ,1, respectively. We also de ne the qth n-sector function of the scalar for q 2 0; n , 1 , denoted by S n;q , as the transformation that takes to 1 if belongs to q and to zero otherwise: S n;q = 1 if 2 q , 0 otherwise.
We can extend these de nitions to complex square matrices as follows. Let A 2 C mm and A = f i ; i = 1 ; : : : ; m g be its spectrum with not necessarily distinct eigenvalues i 6 = 0 and arg i 6 = Following the de nition of the scalar sector function, we see that the matrix sector function maps the eigenvalues of a given matrix to the bisector of the sector angles of the corresponding region onto the unit circle while preserving the eigenvectors. Similarly, the matrix qth n-sector function of A, denoted by S n;q A, is de ned as
where S n;q is the scalar qth n-sector function of . The matrix qth n-sector function of A maps the eigenvalues of A in the sector q to 1, and the remaining eigenvalues are mapped to zero. It can be easily proven see, Theorem 4.2 in 26 that the matrix qth n-sector function of A is equal to S n;q A = 1 n n X i=1 h S n A e ,j2q=n i i,1 for q 2 0; n , 1 , where S n A is the n-sector function of A.
Applications of Matrix Sector Functions
The matrix sector function can be utilized to block diagonalize a given matrix, without explicitly computing the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. For A 2 C mp , w e de ne ind A a s the set of linearly independent column vectors of A. Let i denote the linearly independent column vectors of S n;q A for A 2 C mm with nonzero eigenvalues, i.e., i = ind S n;q A 2 C mm i for q 2 0; n , 1 , i 2 1; k , and m = P k i=1 m i . The block modal matrix M, de where the block elements correspond to the eigenvalues in the speci ed sector of the complex plane. This strategy can be used to decompose a system into several smaller subsystems with similar transient c haracteristics. The location of the poles with respect to the sector angles determines the natural frequencies and the damping ratio of the system 1 . Decoupling with respect to the given sectors would enable us to obtain a physical realization which is more precise and stable. This analysis can beperformed from both state-space and matrix-fraction description points of view.
Let a q-input, p-output system be described by
where xt 2 C m1 , ut 2 C q1 , and yt 2 C p1 . Assuming the system is observable and controllable, we can de ne the left and right matrix fraction description of the system as S n k + 1 = S n k n , 1S n n k + n + 1 I n + 1 S n n k , n , 1I ,1 ,
Now w e give a convergence analysis of Halley's method by c hecking the location of the eigenvalues of S n A as the algorithm iterates starting from k = 0 , i.e., S n 0 = A. We assume that S n k has an eigenvalue k in the sector q at the kth step of the iteration, which can be expressed as k = k e j k +2q= n , where k = j k j, q 2 0; n , 1 , and j k j = n . Here, k+1 can be given as k+1 = k e j k +2q= n n , 1 n k e jn k + n + 1 n + 1 n k e jn k + n , 1 .
We expect lim k!1 k = 1 and lim k!1 k = 0 . Let lim k!1 k exist and be nite. Denoting this limit by x, from Equation 2 we obtain x = x n , 1x n + n + 1 n + 1 x n + n , 1 which reduces to x n+1 , x = 0 . Assuming x 6 = 0 , w e nd the solution of the limit equation as x = n p 1, i.e., an nth root of unity.
Let z be a complex number in the sector 0 which contains the rst real root of unity, +1. For the n sector plane the following inequality should hold: z , 1 z , z i 1 3 for 1 i n , 1, where z i = e j2i=n , i.e., one of the nth roots of unity. In order to guarantee that the consecutive iterates does not pass the sector boundaries, this inequality should hold true at each step of the iteration. Let s k be a scalar at the kth step of the iteration, then the following equality should also be satis ed for all k 19 . s k+1 , S n s k+1 = s k+1 , S n s k .
The relationship between two consecutive iterates is obtained as
where z is one of the nth roots of unity. The rst part of right hand side satis es the convergence property 3, but the entire right hand side contains a rational term which m a y force the ratio to be greater than 1 for some s k . In this case the iterate changes sectors and the iteration converges to an incorrect value. The following example was provided by Kenney and Laub 18 : Consider z 1 = e 2= 3j
, i.e., the second cuberoot of unity. Taking s 0 = ,z 1 + 0 :001 = 0:5010 , 0:8660j which i s i n the sector 0 as our initial point the rst step of the Halley iteration yields s 1 = ,0:4920+0:8660j, and eventually the iteration converges to z 1 rather than to 1. Such inaccuracies mostly occur for points on or near the sector boundaries.
Perturbation Analysis
In this section, we analyze Halley's iteration for matrix sector functions when the iterates are subject to perturbations from rounding errors at a given step k. LetS n k = S n k + E k , where E k is the error at step k. The perturbed value of S n k + 1 can be written as S n k + 1 = S n k + E k n , 1S n n k + F k + n + 1 I n + 1S n n k + F k + n , 1I ,1 , where F k = E k S n,1 n k + S n k E k S n,2 n k + + S n,1 n E k .
Here, we h a ve used the power expansion A + E n = A n + EA n,1 + AEA n,2 + A 2 EA n,3 + + A n,1 E by ignoring the terms involving more than one error term. Assuming kn + 1 S n n k + n , 1Ik kn + 1 F k k , Let N k = n , 1S n n k + n + 1 I , D k = n + 1 S n n k + n , 1I .
Ignoring error terms of degree two or more, we obtaiñ
This gives the error expression as i.e., no rst order error is propagated to the k + 1st step. Thus, we conclude that the rst order errors in one step either have limited e ect on the next step, or do not propagate to the next step at all. In Table 1 we give the eigenvalues and their damping coe cients, natural frequencies, and locations in the complex plane. 
Example 2
In this example we show h o w the impulse response of a system can be decomposed into its oscillatory and damped exponential components by utilizing the matrix sector functions. We consider a linear time invariant system, represented by the matrices A = 2 6 6 6 6 6 4 Figure 1 shows the total and decomposed system impulse responses, in which the solid and dashed lines correspond to the impulse response of subsystems A 1 and A 2 , respectively. 
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we analyze the accuracy of the three algorithms, namely, Newton's method, the continued fraction method, and Halley's method, according to the location of the eigenvalues with respect to the sector angles. We start with a diagonal matrix D = diag7 + 7j; 7 , 7j; 70 + 70j; 70 , 70j , whose eigenvalues are on the sector angles =4 of the 4-sector plane. We shift the real part of We h a ve applied Newton's, the continued fraction, and Halley's methods to compute S 4 A for several values of . The results are summarized in Table 2 . Our experiments shows that only Halley's iteration converges accurately for all . Furthermore, Halley's method computes S 4 A using fewer iterations than both Newton's and the continued fraction methods. We also note that the iterative matrix sector algorithm may use more oatingpoint operations than the QR algorithm, but it is easier to parallelize and contains simple matrix operations such as LU decomposition and matrix multiplication.
